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Scenario
A manufacturer of mining equipment experienced multiple customer
complaints due to machine failure caused by the use of counterfeit screens
in its product. Authentic screens are required to be replaced every third day
per machine guidelines but customers found they were replacing the
screens after every shift due to failure.
Unfortunately, counterfeit screens have made their way into the distribution
channel and customers are able to purchase what they believe are
manufacturer certified and made screens on the open market. The screens
arrive in a box with a product label that looks identical to the manufacturer’s
packaging and shipping label. To the untrained eye, it would seem that the
customer has purchased an authentic screen rather than a knock off. When
used with the equipment the screens cause abnormal failure rates which
result in significant down time as well as significant revenue loss from the
reduced orders on its screen filter replacements, representing annual losses
estimated at $3 million per year.
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As a solution provider, JADAK Technologies was able to provide a high level
of track and trace technology to solve the company’s issue however it
required a unique, secure product packaging label. JADAK teamed up with
CognitiveTPG to provide and on-demand security print solution to produce a
unique packaging label that is difficult to replicate and easy to authenticate
without requiring a special reading device or lab analysis.
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CognitiveTPG provided sophisticated box labels layered with a variety of
security features. The DocuShield solution brought further value to the
project because the printer, which is smaller than a shoebox, is able to be
remotely controlled thereby allowing the end user the ability to change the
security features remotely.
Collaboratively JADAK and CognitiveTPG were able to assist the customer
with solving its main challenges.
• Assure customers are getting authentic supplies that perform and keep
the critical equipment running without costly interruptions or
malfunctions thereby retaining customer satisfaction.
• Maintain the mining equipment manufacturer’s revenue stream on the
precision screen filters.
• Guarantee visible indication of counterfeit labels throughout the supply
chain.
At the end of the implementation the customer will see significant return on
their investment and unmeasurable impact on its brand integrity.
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